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The Myth of Suicide and Self-in-
flicted Harm vs. Reeducation

|
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As the term self-inflicted harm is often used to describe suicide

by enlisted officers and servicemen nowadays, confusing the

distinctly different characteristics and pathological timing in psy-

chology medicine, the overly simplified perception could easily

led to inadequate, rigidly perceived concept when faced with a

case of suicide versus self-inflicted harm in a military setting, only

to lead to a standardized and inflexible disposition means.  When

all of us are continuing to grapple the cause heading to suicide, it

is prudent to return to square one in terms of examining whether

suicide is of an attempt to conclude one's life, or is it a stress re-

sponse mode that one seeks to survive.

A snapshot of stress relief by lecturer Wang Liang-yu at
Kaohsiung City Teacher Chang Workshop
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At the company, a case subject may prone to the idea of killing

himself on issues coming from the family, economics, emotion, work

and such, or even put the idea to work, becoming the so-called suicide

cases, in which the reasons for ending one's life might be complex but

the fact remains irrefutable.  Such type of cases is often accompanied by

a will, explaining the reasons why a subject ends his life and of his

desperation.  Yet when it comes to the case of self-inflicted harm, inflict-

ing bodily harm or pain for adaptation or survival leading to death has

never been their intention, but unfortunately there are a small number

of cases that eventually died in the act of self-inflicted harm that went

out of control.

How does it feel to deliberately cut oneself and see the blood flow-

ing out?  Why does anyone want to do it?  What is the meaning of expe-

riencing such pain?  These are what the case subjects suffering from

self-inflicted harm often question themselves in desperation and shame,

while the majority regard these acts as sick and incomprehensible.  Yet

what lies behind these compulsive behavior that are not premeditated,

non subconscious and anti-social value often hides traumatic experi-

ences that the case subject finds intolerable, which eventually become a

part of their personality over time, leading to a repetitive self-inflicted

harming mode - knife cuts, scrapings, wall thrusting, cigarette burns,

hair pulling and such.  Eventually the signs overwhelm a case subject's

long unresolved psychological illness, and what we see in front of us is

just the overly simplified behavioral symbolism and the deduction of a

psychiatric patient.

In the past, few has the correct awareness and concept toward

self-inflicted harm, it is naturally that we tend to feel baffled or view it

as an embarrassing situation with a trying sense when we confront and

view suicide cases with a generalized mentality.  Yet it is crucial  that

we must realize the self-inflicted harm behavior is distinctly different

from suicide attempts if one examines further, as normal human bodies

tend to shun and run away from pain, yet exactly what kind of difficul-

ties that compel an individual to exert such painful force, or even con-

tinuing with the self-inflicted harming process for self healing?  What

most case subjects try to shift their inner troubles, unease and pain

through inappropriate psychological defense mechanism has inadvert-

ently deepened the dependency and impulse for engaging in the act of

self-inflicted harm, and what hides behind these ugly and dramatic scars

is a helpless soul that dwells in a repressed killing pain with pain cycle.

Yet the act of self-inflicted harm only sets an individual to be further

detached from whose own emotion and interpersonal relationships to

further aggravate the condition of the disorder, where the pain of the

case subject that continues to be ignored will only lead to these hidden

sickness to become ever more serious, and make them less approach-

able and the conditions less easy to heal.

As the Coast Guard Bureau for the southern region has been ac-

tively prompting suicide prevention work over the recent years, an of-
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ficer has asked during the awareness promotional process, "How would

I know that he is truly sick or just faking it", who finally throws in a

hasty conclusion that most rookies are afraid of most everything except

death.  I can certainly understand the limitation and pressure one faces

in military officer/serviceman psychological counseling work when

trapped between operational performances and counseling ethics, where

many cases seem to be at a standstill, yet many unquantifiable struggle

and efforts are hidden unseen.  Therefore, when confronting cases of

self-inflicted harm in repetition, a counselor needs to let go of one's de-

test or setback but listen to their inner voice, for as far as cases of self-

inflicted harm victims lost in pain are concerned, their choices in creat-

ing personality defect and taking to the sick self-healing means are the

ingrained results developed and aggravated over an extended period

of time.

As the path for revamping and treating the act of self-inflicting

harm remains a rocky and winding one, it is best for the counselor to

take to a humble approach by respecting every life and its unique de-

velopment process, to truly regard self-inflicted harm not as a dramatic

episode by helping to place the case subject in a understood and ac-

cepted environment, and knowing that the act of self-inflicted harm is

only part of them but not what they are, and that the part can eventu-

ally be severed or replaced.

(The author works for the Personnel Office of Southern Coastal Patrol

Office )
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